
SAPPHIRE’S SUPERIOR  
POOL RANGE



CONGRATULATIONS! You have taken the first step towards enjoying 
many SUPER summers with your family in a Sapphire Pool!

Here at Sapphire Pools, creating happy family memories is our goal. Since 
1970, we have provided swimming pools to thousands of WA homes with 
one mission in mind, bring “fun-in-the-sun” to WA families by offering SUPER 
pools at SUPER affordable prices. 

We offer an extensive range of 28 fibreglass swimming pool models from 
traditional kidney shaped pools to modern geometric designs for smaller 
backyards.

So for a SUPER pool from a SUPER team, look no further than Sapphire Pools.

FADE RESISTANCE
Available with Pool ColourGuard® surface technology, which resists the  
effects of UV rays and chemicals, providing fade-resistant surface protection.

®

QUALITY ASSURED
Certified to build to AS/NZS 1838 BMP No 520101.We are measured and tested by an 
authorised, independent auditor. Anyone can say they build to the Standard.  
For your peace of mind always ask for a license number.

Product
Certification

AS NZS 1838
BMP No 520101

MADE IN WA
All pools are individually made to order, to suit local conditions, at our Jandakot 
manufacturing facility, the largest and most technologically advanced pool 
production premises in WA. 

TM

LIFETIME WARRANTIES
Pool ColourGuard® Lifetime Interior Surface Guarantee and Extended Lifetime 
Structural Warranty - our commitment to providing extended warranties above 
those standard in the SPASA contract.

AUSTRALIAN PATENT NUMBER 2009
34

03
70

PATENTED
TECHNOLOGY

ANTI-MICROBIAL PROTECTION
Microtech Anti-Microbial Pool Protection guards the pool’s surface against the 
growth of bacteria, making it exceptionally hygienic and safer for your family.

SUPERIOR MATERIALS
All pools are manufactured using new generation, high performance, corrosion resistant, 
eco-friendly fibreglass with improved strength and stiffness. Our onsite gelcoat manufacturing 
facility means daily batching of materials for a better product. Only specialty materials are 
used – no general purpose products.

SUPERIOR STRENGTH
Full sized structural ribs, fully supported steps and bench seating and a wider edge beam mean the 
pool is independently structural and eliminate the need for secondary engineering works. New high 
strength, corrosion resistant fibreglass produces a stronger, stiffer pool – pools are up to 20% stronger. 

THE SAPPHIRE POOLS DIFFERENCE ENJOY OUR SUPERIOR QUALITY



SIDE ELEVATION

*Excludes safety ledge

Standard underwater light position 
may be varied or deleted

Non-slip surface  
on edge beam

Each walk-in step reinforced with 
polyurethane and covered with 
double thickness fibreglass lay up

Backfill
Steps fully 
supported on 
backfill

Underside of edge beam fully enclosed 
with stiffening fibreglass for extra strength 
and rigidity. Prevents voids in backfill.

Underside of walk-in steps fully 
enclosed with fibreglass to 
prevent voids in backfill

Fibreglass reinforcing ribs at 300mm 
centres. Ribs continuous from cove 
at floor to underside edge beam 

Full depth 
walls for 
maximum 
swim area*

Full width floors for 
maximum swim area

Ribs at 300mm centres  
where depth exceeds  
1.5m for extra strength

Ribs at 450mm centres

Vertical 
walls

Bottom 
radius

Edge beam 
support baffleSafety 

ledge

Full width 
pool floor

Edge beam 
support baffle

Safety 
ledge

Vertical 
walls

Bottom 
radius

Edge beam

Grab rail

Full width 
pool floor

500mm 
(approx)

700-800mm

Every Sapphire pool is constructed using advanced manufacturing techniques and 
specialised high performance materials. 

The durable six layer system has been developed from unique ground-breaking 
technology that protects the pool’s surface from within by providing a barrier 
against the damaging effects of pool chemicals and ultra-violet light. This improves 
impact resistance and thermal insulation providing maximum strength and rigidity. 
The result is a strong pool and vibrant colour that lasts.

LAYER 1 GELCOAT INTERIOR SURFACE 
This layer is the pool’s colour and is made using the highest-grade Isophthalic NPG gelcoat 
together with fade resistant pigments and superior materials for lasting, vibrant pool colour. 
This layer contains Microtech Anti-Microbial pool protection.

LAYER 2 VINYL ESTER ANTI-CORROSION BARRIER
This chemical resistant and hydrolytically stable vinyl ester layer protects the gelcoat 
cosmetic surface from within and greatly improves water, chemical and heat resistance 
for a pool that is built to last.

LAYER 3 PRIMARY STRUCTURAL LAYER AND SECOND CHEMICAL RESISTANT LAYER
This is the initial strength increasing structural layer. A high-quality resin is used to further 
enhance the pool’s resistance to water and chemicals.

LAYER 4 MAXI-STRENGTH STRUCTURAL LAYER  
Specialised enhancers are added to the fibreglass and resin mix within this layer.  
This increases the stiffness of the structural laminate by 47% over conventional systems.

LAYER 5 SECOND MAXI-STRENGTH STRUCTURAL LAYER 
A vital extra section for maximum pool strength and rigidity. Applied to engineers 
specifications over all reinforcements. 

LAYER 6 OUTER FINISHING COAT  
The final barrier protecting your pool from external elements.

Each vital layer in the system is individually adhered to the next using a  
Matched Lamination System. This sophisticated method ensures maximum bond and 
prevents gradual separation of the pools layers, known as de-lamination. This is the reason 
why we can give you a lifetime structural warranty on your pool.

LAYER 2

LAYER 3

LAYER 4

LAYER 5
LAYER 6

LAYER 1Vertical 
walls

Bottom 
radius

Edge beam 
support baffle

Full width 
pool floor

SIDE PROFILE

SUPERIOR POOLS BUILT TO LAST

END ELEVATION EDGE BEAM REINFORCEMENT STEP REINFORCEMENT

SUPER SAFETY
We also offer an exclusive safety 
range of swimming pools with a 
unique safety ledge, available 
in a selection of sizes to suit 
your needs. Ideal for families 
with young children or situations 
where adults need extra safety 
in the pool, the safety ledge 
also has the added advantage 
of giving the pool increased 
structural integrity.

SAFETY LEDGE & GRAB RAIL SAFETY LEDGE ONLY

• Regal
• Imperial
• Grandeur
• Aspen
• Regency 
• Royale
• Dynasty
• Duchess
• Duke
• Chateau
• Windsor
• Westminster
• Kensington
• Princeton
• The Wave

• Puffin
• Heron

SIX LAYERS OF STRENGTH



INTERNATIONAL GOLD
Residential Fibreglass Pools

INTERNATIONAL GOLD
Residential Fibreglass Pools

THE PROOF of our commitment 
to quality is in the number of 
industry awards that we have 
received over the years. Our 
trophy cabinet includes many 
local awards from the Swimming 
Pool and Spa Association (SPASA) 
of Western Australia. 

We are also proud to have 
received National SPASA Awards 
of Excellence and have even 
been awarded gold by the 
international Association of Pool 
and Spa Professionals (APSP).

Take a browse through our trophy 
cabinet and you will notice the 
following logos in recognition 
of our dedication to building 
the very best swimming pools 
available.

AWARD WINNING POOLS

ASSOCIATION OF POOL & SPA PROFESSIONALS (APSP) 
INTERNATIONAL AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE

The APSP International Awards of Excellence rewards 
pools which showcase the most beautiful and 
creative work in the industry. Many hundreds of 

entries are received each year representing members from around the world.

SWIMMING POOL & SPA ASSOCIATION (SPASA) 
STATE & NATIONAL AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE

SPASA is the peak representative body for the 
swimming pool and spa industry of Australia. Each 
year the local state division, SPASA WA, pays tribute 
to the best pools and spas created right here in 
Western Australia. 

This is followed by the National SPASA Awards where winning projects from each 
state are judged together to determine the most innovative and inspiring pools and 
spas in the country.   

STATE GOLD
Lap Pools Fibreglass

STATE SILVER
Display Centres/Pools

STATE SILVER - RESIDENTIAL
Fibreglass Under $30,000

STATE SILVER - RESIDENTIAL
Lap Pools Fibreglass

INTERNATIONAL SILVER
Residential Fibreglass Pools



OUR SUPERB RANGE

BROWSE our extensive range of 28 award-winning 
fibreglass swimming pools - we are confident you will find a 
design to suit your family’s needs.

The perfect family pool with wide 
entry steps, corner swim-out and a 
safety ledge which is great for kids 
learning to swim

PRINCETON

Slimline small pool design with 
space saving, side entry steps  
and extended bench seating.

SOVEREIGN

Slimline small pool design with 
space saving, side entry steps  
and extended bench seating.

EMPIRE

WINDSOR

The perfect family pool with 
corner swim-out, wide entry 
steps and a safety ledge which 
is great for kids learning to swim.

MAXI-SWIM

Kidney shaped design with 
extra large steps providing  
the perfect seating area.

The perfect family pool with 
corner swim-out, wide entry 
steps and safety ledge which is 
great for kids learning to swim.

CHATEAU PROVINCIAL

Modern geometric design 
with twin side entry steps 
and deep end swim-outs.

PROVINCIALEMPIRE

PRINCETON
4.48m x 2.6m 1.

68
m

1.22m

SOVEREIGN
5m x 2.7m

1.
63

m

1.0m

WINDSOR
5.5m x 2.6m 1.

74
m

1.16m

EMPIRE
6m x 3m 1.

75
m

1.0
m MAXI-SWIM

6m x 3.1m 1.
64

m

1.1m

CHATEAU
6.5m x 2.6m 1.

8m

1.1m PROVINCIAL
6.7m x 3.2m 1.

76
m

1.1m



Freeform design with 
a generous swim area. 
Includes table and 
optional spa jets.

JUNIOR HAWAIIAN

Modern design that 
maximises both safety 
and fun in the sun.

REGENCYPHOENIX

Slimline Roman design with 
semi-circular step entry area 
and twin deep end swim-outs.

Geometric design with  
ample seating areas. 
Includes safety ledge 
and grab rail.

PUFFIN

REGENCYIMPERIAL

Contemporary safety ledge 
design with corner swim-out 
and stylish step entrance.

IMPERIALOXFORD

Slimline small pool design with 
space saving, side entry steps  
and extended bench seating.

CAMBRIDGE

Popular pool design with  
space saving, side entry 
steps and extended 
bench seating.

OXFORD
7m x 3m 1.

88
m

1.0m

IMPERIAL
7m x 4m 1.

7m

1.0m

PHOENIX
7.2m x 3.28m 1.

76
m

1.2m PUFFIN
7.2m x 3.3m 1.

6m

1.1m

JNR HAWAIIAN
7.55m x 3.7m 1.

75
m

1.0m

CAMBRIDGE
7.6m x 3.6m 1.

96
m

1.0m REGENCY
7.8m x 3.4m 1.

5m

1.5m



GRANDEUR

DYNASTY

Includes a wide 
bench seat and 
children’s safety 
ledge.

DUCHESS

BERMUDA

The perfect lap pool  
with side entry steps 
at both ends and 
children’s safety 
ledge.

Unique corner design 
with spa seats and twin 
entry steps.

WESTMINSTER

THE WAVE

Contemporary, 
geometric design with 
lots of uninterupted 
swimming and play 
space.

Modern geometric 
lines with a stylish 
curve. Perfect all-
round entertainer.

AVAILABLE 2019

Geometric design 
with deep end corner 
seating. Includes safety 
ledge and grab rail.

HERON

Contemporary safety  
ledge design with 
stylish step entrance 
and corner swim-out.

REGALGRANDEUR

Contemporary safety 
ledge design with stylish 
step entrance and 
corner swim-out.

Modern lap pool style 
with twin deep end 
swim-outs.

CONQUEST

CONQUEST
8m x 3.5m 1.

9m

1.1m

Hamilton
11m x 2.5m

Depth 1.4m constant

HERON
8.3m x 4m 1.

7m

1.1m

BERMUDA
8.3m x 3.48m

4.4
5m

4.45m

1.
4m

1.4m

1.8m

1.
24

m

THE WAVE
8.8m x 4.15m

DUCHESS
9m x 2.5m 1.

4m

1.4m

DYNASTY
9.22m x 3.77m 1.

66
m

1.1m

REGENCY
7.8m x 3.4m 1.

5m

1.5m

WESTMINSTER
9m x 4m 1.

8m

1.0m



THE SPILLWAY SERIES

COLORADO 

Spacious design, featuring ample 
bench seating for up to  
7 adults. 

Size: 2.2m long x 1.8m wide

VAIL

Suitable for up to 5 adults, 
seating includes 2 recliners, 2 
bench seats and a therapy seat 
to unwind and relax.

Size: 1.63m long x 1.63m wide

MALIBU

Great shallow paddling area 
for kids, at only 350mm deep.

Size: 2.2m long x 1.8m wide

CHOOSE the perfect complement to your new pool from our Spillway Series and create the ultimate outdoor 
entertaining area. 

Select from the Colorado or Vail Spillway Spas to get the best of both worlds...a beautiful pool to keep cool 
in on the warm days and a bubbling spa to relax in during the cooler days or in the evenings.

If you’re after something a little more suitable for the kids, then the Malibu Spillway Wading Pool provides the 
perfect shallow paddling area which attaches to the side of your pool! 

There are many options you may like to consider with your new 

Sapphire swimming pool. Many of these items can provide the 

finishing touch to your family entertainment area. Ask one of 

our friendly and skilled Sales and Design Consultants to discuss 

in more detail any  of the below options:

• Landscaping Design Service

• Headers and Paving

• Fencing

• Waterfalls and Water Features

• Solar and Gas Heating

• Heater Pipes

• Automatic Pool Cleaners

• In Floor Cleaning System

THE FINISHING TOUCHES

DUKE

The perfect lap  
pool with side  
entry steps at  
both ends and  
childrens safety 
ledge.

Long, extended 
bench seat is a 
great place to sit 
and relax.

KENSINGTON

*Note: Picture for illustration purposes only

Modern lap 
pool design with 
safety ledge 
and a constant 
depth for added 
security.

ASPENFLAMINGO

Roman design 
with two sets of 
large side entry 
steps and deep 
end corner 
swim-outs.

ASPEN
10.4m x 3.6m 1.

5m

1.5m

DUKE
11m x 2.5m 1.

4m

1.4m

KENSINGTON
11m x 4m 2.

0m

1.0m

ROYALE

Includes a 
wide bench 
seat and 
children’s 
safety ledge.

All quoted dimensions are approximate and internal to the waterline,  

FLAMINGO
9.48m x 4.43m 1.

98
m

0.93m

1.
8m

1.1m

ROYALE
11.22m x 3.77m



sapphirepools.com.au

sales@sapphirepools.com.au

DISPLAY CENTRES

81 Winton Road 

✆ 9300 2800
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11 Fielden Way 
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facebook.com/sapphirepoolsperth

pinterest.com/sapphirepools

twitter.com/SapphirePoolsWA

Proudly Supporting


